
Imagine ...
- you have a stadium/studio 3D cable camera motion 

system that fits inside the trunk of your car,

- all motion components are integrated into the camera  
platform itself - no external winches,

- your hand position controls the velocity, your head orientation 
controls the camera view (head tracking system ),

- you have a built in 6-axis trajectory tracking system for 
repetitive motion control applications,

- the camera platform has a 6-axis camera stabilisation,

- the production cost is less than a single day rental  
cost of competitive systems.

Welcome to  
the world of C1. 
The ultimate ground based  
camera motion system.

Why can we do it
- We have developed a new patent 

pending solution of a more efficient 
suspended load movement - winch 
motors can be an order of magnitude 
less powerful than in a conventional 
cable camera system,

- We use an advanced fly-by-wire control 
system from our Airnamics R5 UAS .

Current state
We finished the development of the 
final fully functional proof of concept 
prototype. We are now designing the 
production version.

Team reference
The Airnamics R5   unmanned aircraft 
system (UAS) is a camera motion system 
for close range aerial filming. With a top 
speed of 130 kph, a camera payload of 8 
kg, and a positioning system accurate to 
within 25 millimetres, it delivers a new 
level of performance, safety, and ease of 
use.

Anything else you 
should know
We design and develop everything  
in-house : mechanics, electronics, 
embedded systems, control algorithms, 
etc. 
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What we are  
looking for
A strategic partner with established 
distribution/service channels and the 
necessary funds to finish the production 
version development, certification, and 
start of serial production.

Want to know more
Please contact:

Marko Thaler, PhD 
Co-Founder/CEO

marko.thaler@airnamics.com 
+386 (0)40 951 159
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